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(R2) 12:45 CARLISLE, 2m 1f 33y 

racingtv.com Novices' Hurdle (Div 1) (Class 4) (4YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 58/6366- BARNTOWN (IRE) 266 
b g Jeremy - Anna's Melody

5 10 - 12h Alan Johns
Tim Vaughan

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, dark blue seams, dark blue cap
Timeform says: Showed a fair level of ability in bumpers/over hurdles in Ireland and could
take a step forward if he's tuned up for this reappearance starting out for a new yard.
(Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

2 72- BLACK EBONY 185 BF 
br g Malinas - Our Ethel

5 10 - 12 Henry Brooke
Ruth Jefferson

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, light blue sleeves, yellow armlets and star on light blue cap
Timeform says: Half-brother to numerous winners, including smart hurdler Attaglance and
improved from debut when runner-up in a bumper at Hexham 6 months ago. Strong claims
switched to hurdling for the first time.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

3 35P-7 EXPRESS DES MOTTES (FR) 163 
b g Network - Uzelle Des Mottes

5 10 - 12h Craig Nichol
Mrs A C Hamilton

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, white armlets
Timeform says: £30,000 purchase after finishing third in an Irish point last spring but hasn't
offered much in a bumper/over hurdles.  (Forecast 151.00)

Notes: 

4 FIRST MAN (IRE) 
b g Lilbourne Lad - Dos Lunas

4 10 - 12 David England
Oliver Greenall

-

Jockey Colours: Black, gold triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves
Timeform says: Lilbourne Lad gelding. Dam ran twice on Flat in France.  (Forecast
17.00)

Notes: 

5 18/ IRISH ODYSSEY (IRE) 550 
gr g Yeats - Ma Furie

6 10 - 12t1 R T Dunne
N P Mulholland

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white seams, royal blue cap, white star
Timeform says: Landed the odds with the minimum of fuss on bumper debut at Fontwell
before seeming amiss. Not seen for 18 months and tongue tied for this return, so, has
something to prove for all he's talented.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

6 5107- JELSKI (GER) 194 
b g Kallisto - Just Zoud

5 10 - 12 Sam Twiston-Davies
N A Twiston-Davies

-

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and yellow (quartered), white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Fair winner in bumpers who has the breeding and physical scope to do
better as a jumper, so warrants plenty of respect on reappearance.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

7 P3- PULL GREEN (IRE) 193 
b g Califet - Clogher Valley

4 10 - 12 B S Hughes
D McCain Jnr

-

Jockey Colours: Yellow, royal blue seams, grey sleeves, royal blue seams, royal blue cap
Timeform says: €6,500 3-y-o, £37,000 4-y-o: first foal: dam lightly raced in points: Placed on
second of 2 starts in Irish points (Apr 7). One to note on Rules debut.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

8 F4- SENSE OF ADVENTURE (IRE) 217 
ch g Getaway - Lady Jurado

5 10 - 12 Harry Skelton
D Skelton

-
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Jockey Colours: White, pink seams, black sleeves, black cap, pink star
Timeform says: Fell in a point before showing a fair bit of promise when fourth in a bumper
at Market Rasen 7 months ago. Well-bred sort in good hands, so he's an appealing hurdling
newcomer.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

9 FFF32-3 METHODTOTHEMADNESS (IRE)
22 
b m Gold Well - Odeeka

5 10 - 5h1 Blair Campbell (3)
Miss Lucinda V
Russell

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, yellow braces, sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Talented recruit from points who was placed both starts in bumpers and
shaped as if in need of the run when third at Perth on hurdling bow. More to come with a
hood fitted this time.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

10 4/578- RASHEE (IRE) 275 
gr m Daylami - Celtic Angel

7 10 - 5 Miss A Waugh (5)
S Waugh

-

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, white sleeves, purple and white quartered cap
Timeform says: Modest in bumpers for Stuart Crawford and down the field in a novice
hurdle on debut for current yard. Makes no appeal back from 9 months off.  (Forecast
126.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: JELSKI set a solid platform in bumpers and should be ready to go returning
from 6 months for his hurdling debut, so this well-bred 5-y-o gets the vote in an interesting novice
hurdle. Methodtothemadness has a fitness/experience edge on most, so she makes obvious appeal,
while Sense of Adventure strikes as another appealing hurdling newcomer.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: JELSKI (6) 
2: METHODTOTHEMADNESS (9) 
3: SENSE OF ADVENTURE (8)


